SEX & THE CORONAVIRUS
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YO, THIS CORONAVIRUS SHIT IS CRAZY, MAN!

WOW! AND IF I SHTA Bagged UP FOR WEEKS YOU KNOW SHAWNEE SMASHIN’ LIKE CRAZY!

YOU MIGHT WANNA THINK TWICE, BRO.

COVID-19 ISN’T A SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE, BUT BEING THAT CLOSE TO SOMEONE INFECTED IS BOUND TO GET YOU INFECTED TOO!

WHAT ABOUT KISSING... AND ORAL?

MAD RISKY! THE VIRUS IS ALL UP IN SALIVA!

OMG! CAN I SMASH WITHOUT KISSING? WHAT ABOUT EATING ASS?

THE VIRUS HAS BEEN FOUND IN FECES, SO IF YOU HAVE SEX, YOU BETTER WEAR A CONDOM. I KNOW YOU BE GON’ RAW! EATING ASS IS RISKY TOO!

REAL TALK... WE’RE GONNA BE HAVING SEX AT SOME POINT!

WE’VE BOTH AGREED TO DO EVERYTHING WE’VE BEEN TOLD. WASH OUR HANDS A LOT, DON’T TOUCH OUR FACES, COUGH AND SNEEZE IN OUR ELBOW, WORK FROM HOME WHEN WE CAN AND TRY AND KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE FROM PEOPLE IN PUBLIC. AND BE SURE TO TELL YOUR BOY WHO’S POZ TO BE REALLY CAREFUL. HE SHOULD REALLY SELF-QUARANTINE. MAKE SURE HE’S GOT A MONTHS’ WORTH OF MEDS FIRST.

GUESS I’LL BE JACKIN’ OFF FOR THE NEXT MONTH...

YOU COULD HAVE SOMEONE OVER AND WATCH EACH OTHER JACK OFF—BETTER YET, DO IT ON A VIDEO CALL!

BRUH!

IT WON’T BE FOREVER. JUST CHILL FOR NOW...

YO! WATCH THOSE HANDS, SON.

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO: WWW.CORONAVIRUS.GOV
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IT'S BEEN A MONTH SINCE I GOT ME SHAV! I NEED TO SEE WHO'S ON FNP! BEFORE 'RONA TAKES OVER AND THE WORLD COMES TO AN END LOL!

BEEP BEEP BEEP!

OHH! I HAVE A FACECALL!

AYE YO, JASON. WHAT'S POPPIN', BRUH?

AMIRI WHAT SOUNDS BETTER... "CORONABEAR" OR "ISOLATION FORNICATION?"

WHAT THE HELL YOU TALKIN' 'BOUT?

MY NEW PROFILE NAME... I'M THINKING ABOUT HAVING A COUPLE GUYS OVER TO GUARANTE WITH ME!

MAN, I'M NOT TOOPPIN'. I'M YOUNG AND HEALTHY.

YOOO! ARE YOU KIDDING ME RIGHT NOW? JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE HEALTHY AND UNDETECTABLE DOESN'T MEAN YOU'RE INVINCIBLE!

PHHHH! AIN'T NO YOUNG PEOPLE GETTING 'RONA! IT'S JUST OLD SICK PEOPLE.

NOT MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ARE DYING, BUT RIGHT NOW, ABOUT HALF OF COVID-19 PATIENTS SICK ENOUGH TO BE HOSPITALIZED ARE AGE 20 TO 54!

YOUNG PEOPLES NEED TO DO THE SOCIAL DISTANCING THING TO HELP SLOW THE SPREAD DOWN SO IT WON'T OVERWHELM THE HOSPITALS.

AND BEING THAT YOU'RE POZ, YOU DON'T WANT TO PLAY AROUND THIS IS SERIOUS!

CAN'T I JUST GET SUXA TODAY... BEFORE THIS LOCKDOWN IS IN FULL EFFECT?

...I DON'T BELIEVE I'M 'BOUT TO SAY THIS...

...SIGH... YEAH...

SO WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO IN THE MEANME?

HAVE FACECALL SEX!

OH....

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO:
WWW.CORONAVIRUS.GOV
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Marcos, I'm coming from my sister's. She got us some toilet paper. Feels good to be outside! Where you?

Partitions, baby!

Hey, you know it's been three weeks since we've had actual sex...

...And watching each other's joy is getting old! You think it's okay now?

I just left the office. It was a short town. I got what I needed and bailed. I'm in a taxi now. Why not a dyed?

It should be...but not our usual...

What do you mean?

I'll tell you when you get here. I just got home.

Lama? I'm home! (Coronova Ella)?

I'm in the shower!

Great, I'm on my way!

Make sure you put your outside clothes in the hamper with the garbage! Agent?

For more information go to: www.coronavirus.gov